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ABSTRACT The construction industry has undergone a transformation in the use of data to drive its

processes and outcomes, especially with the use of Building Information Modelling (BIM). In particular,

project collaboration in the construction industry can involve multiple stakeholders (architects, engineers,

consultants) that exchange data at different project stages. Therefore, the use of Cloud computing in

construction projects has continued to increase, primarily due to the ease of access, availability and scalability

in data storage and analysis available through such platforms. Federation of cloud systems can provide

greater flexibility in choosing a Cloud provider, enabling different members of the construction project

to select a provider based on their cost to benefit requirements. When multiple construction disciplines

collaborate online, the risk associated with project failure increases as the capability of a provider to deliver

on the project cannot be assessed apriori. In such uncontrolled industrial environments, ‘‘trust’’ can be an

efficacious mechanism for more informed decision making adaptive to the evolving nature of such multi-

organisation dynamic collaborations in construction. This paper presents a trust based Cooperation Value

Estimation (CoVE) approach to enable and sustain collaboration among disciplines in construction projects

mainly focusing on data privacy, security and performance. The proposed approach is demonstrated with

data and processes from a real highway bridge construction project describing the entire selection process of

a cloud provider. The selection process uses the audit and assessment process of the Cloud Security Alliance

(CSA) and real world performance data from the construction industry workloads. Other application domains

can also make use of this proposed approach by adapting it to their respective specifications. Experimental

evaluation has shown that the proposed approach ensures on-time completion of projects and enhanced

collaboration performance.

INDEX TERMS BIM, cloud federation, collaboration, construction, trust.

I. INTRODUCTION

Construction project collaboration supported through hybrid

cloud systems can pave the way for real-time multi-

disciplinary data exchanges, leading to reduced time [1] for

project completion and lower costs [2]. The collaboration

between clients, designers, suppliers and facilities managers

can involve a range of design and construction tasks, carried

out through the use of electronic services [3]. A user or

organisation deploying or using a cloud system can take local

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Jing Bi .

decisions about software libraries, deployment environments

and pricing while using various platforms to run different por-

tions of their business functions. For example, an organization

can host each one of their Enterprise Resource Management,

Human Resources andMarketing etc. on independently man-

aged cloud platforms.

In the construction industry, collaborative work on a par-

ticular project can give rise to several issues that can cause

concern and anxiety for administrators – with much research

in recent years being directed towards such challenges

[4]–[7]. The issue of trust and ownership in particular

has been reported to be most significant for construction
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stakeholders [8], [9]. The research literature across the fields

of psychology, economics, sociology, and organizational sci-

ences focus on trust in the context of both intra- and inter-

organizational collaboration [10]. Another concept closely

related to the notion of trust is the occurrence of risk in a

construction project [11]. Risk may involve an inadvertent or

deliberate act to jeopardize the performance of collaboration

or simply not deliver a task that is stipulated as required. The

existence of trust when seen as a mechanism to induce confi-

dence, reduces the risk of such opportunistic behavior [12].

This research supports the above mentioned arguments

by presenting a scenario of CometCloud [13] based

Clouds4Coordination (C4C) federation system [14]. The

C4C system is a cross-cloud federation space built using

concept of Virtual Enterprise [15] and is utilized for coordi-

nation in multi-site construction industry projects. In Archi-

tecture/Engineering/Construction (AEC) projects, numerous

companies collaborate to produce, store and share numerous

BIM models over the life-cycle of the building construc-

tion. The C4C system eases the process of coordination by

enabling a shared execution space for all participants of

AEC projects where they can update, merge and fetch their

requisite BIM data objects. The selection of project partic-

ipants has been a manual procedure with a prevalent risk

of inducting a rogue construction discipline jeopardizing the

performance of entire AEC project [16].

This paper contributes to the realisation of real-time BIM

based project collaboration in construction by assessing the

trust and performance of an organisation, to determine its

usefulness and reliability for a given construction project.

A CoVE approach is proposed for selecting a new collaborat-

ing discipline within a construction project. The CoVE index

is a threshold value derived in any given context based on i)

trust based perceived risk, ii) performance based perceived

competence and iii) utility based importance of the new

participant. This approach has been verified experimentally,

using a real highway bridge construction project provided

by Highways England that makes use of the Consensus

Assessment Initiative Questionnaire (CAIQ) dataset from

CSASecurity Trust andAssurance Registry (STAR) [17], and

competence evaluated using BIM datasets [18].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

describes related work, and Section III covers system design

for the C4C system. Methodology for calculating the CoVE

index is presented in Section IV and experimental evaluation

in Section V. Section VI presents the conclusions that can be

drawn from this approach.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS AND RELATED WORK

This section describes the basic concepts of trust evaluation

and cloud federation related to multi-disciplinary construc-

tion projects collaboration.

A. TRUST EVALUATION FOR CONSTRUCTION

Trust in an entity has always been used to measure the

extent to which the entity will behave as expected. In the

context of distributed and multi-agent systems, the concept

of trust is mostly bound to the reliability, security and privacy

parameters. Trust evaluation mechanisms utilize various indi-

cator values of these parameters collected from sources such

as human behavior, perception and interaction experiences

with a system. In general, trust sources can be based on

i) recommendations, either direct or transitive, provided to

a potential user by others based on their own experience,

ii) verification of contract signed between the user and the

provider to estimate the level of variation from the defined

thresholds in policy, and iii) attribute-based assessment by a

third party(ies) to verify the capabilities and competencies of

collaborative entities.

Trust evaluation in construction based on terms defined in

a contract is not suitable for a collaborative framework with

heterogeneity in its participants’ infrastructures, services, and

contracting languages [19]. It is instead necessary to use

a commonly agreed set of attributes that can be used as a

basis of such an assessment. Since the services / capabilities

in construction are leased among the stakeholders, getting

feedback for a stakeholder discipline from its counterpart

does not seem to be a viable approach. CSA STAR is a

certification program based onCloud ControlsMatrix (CCM)

framework to support a standardized attribute assessment of

cloud providers [17] in the form of CAIQ. The outcome of

CAIQ assessment aims to support clients in making informed

decisions before adopting/using a discipline when there are

no transaction ratings available (i.e. for new market entrants)

or there is a likelihood of false ratings or biased feedback

(colluding peers/competition).

The earliest work that refers to CAIQ for trust establish-

ment in cloud computing utilizes the concept of trust proper-

ties as defined by the CSA self-assessment framework [20].

In a later attempt [21], the authors elaborate their concept

by establishing a Trust Management System based on CAIQ.

Another framework presented in [22] uses the concept of a

trusted Third Party Auditor to support security auditing of

a CSP according to security preferences provided by cloud

users. However, a detailed working of such a mechanism is

not provided by the authors. In [23] authors have proposed a

method of utilizing CAIQ assessment and complementing it

with user feedback. However, their method of fusion lacks

adaptability for dynamic cloud environments. In [24], the

authors have proposed to utilize the Cloud Trust Protocol for

users to request CAIQ assessment of CSPs in the form of

opinions. These opinions are combined with the latest user

feedback for the same service.

A joint trust and risk model is introduced in [25] for

federated cloud services. The model is based on CAIQ and

cloud service providers’ performance history extending the

work presented in [26]. However, verification of the model

is only based on an analytical analysis and does not verify its

implications in real life scenarios. The authors in [27] has pro-

posed a cloud service trustworthiness assessment mechanism

mainly focusing on security and dependability attributes. The

proposed mechanism is based on the capabilities of a CSP
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as listed in its CAIQ assessment to evaluate the trustworthi-

ness score of the service. However, the overall assessment

is merely an average score of all control domains and hence

lacks adaptability in case of a dynamic scenario of cloud fed-

eration. Moreover, experimental evaluation of the proposed

mechanism is not provided for verifying its usability in cloud

scenarios. In [28], a Security Measurement as a Trust frame-

work has been proposed that allows cloud customers to select

CSPs based on their security requirement specifications as

per CAIQ assessment. The authors recommend Analytical

Hierarchical Process model to solve the problem of compari-

son andmulti-criteria decision for cloud customers. However,

the details of this model are neither fully elaborated, nor the

authors have evaluated the feasibility of their approach by any

means.

B. CLOUD FEDERATION FOR CONSTRUCTION

DISCIPLINES

Cloud bridging or federation [3] presents a complex sce-

nario of dynamically sharing resources among different cloud

providers. Service composition among heterogeneous par-

ticipants of the federation may occur at any layer of cloud

service delivery model [29]. Various cloud bridging solu-

tions like IBM’s Cast Iron Cloud Integration tools [30] are

present in the market, and are used in applications devel-

opment in various environments. Cast Iron integrates with

multiple other products and systems from IBM and various

other vendors, such as Salesforces and SAP CRM. This helps

in integrating locally placed systems with private and pub-

lic Cloud environments [31] for efficient provisioning and

scheduling [32], [33] of cloud resources.Many other bridging

solutions such as Oracle Cloud Machine which can connect

to an external data center while being deployed on local

infrastructure at customer premises are also available. Other

similar work includes Munkley et al. [34], who have created

information synchronization systems between Revit Server

and an internal storage server, allowing internal customers to

see a read-only copy of the Revit (core) model. Boeykens

and Koenraad [35] have developed a layered client/server

approach that provides an event based communications

pool between components embedded into BIM authoring

packages.

Relative to the establishment of trust in cloud based con-

struction projects, the rapid sharing of data also raises the

issue of data confidence - acknowledged more commonly

in the AEC industry through the use of ‘issue status’ for

physical documents (where documents are provided status

equal to what they can be used for reliably and thus what the

issuing party assumes responsibility and/or liability for). This

is motivated in particular by the governmental objective of

achieving full cooperative BIM across theAEC industry (with

all project and asset information, paperwork and data being

electronic). We address such requirements by developing a

‘‘perceived trust model’’ for project collaboration, particu-

larly for determining whether a new participating system can

be federated with existing ones.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

This section describes the design of a cloud based collabora-

tive system supporting CoVE based discipline selection. Con-

struction projects can involve various organizations ranging

from small enterprises to large multinational organizations

offering multiple professions and disciplines, each using their

in-house or externally sourced computer systems.When these

organizations become part of an AEC project, over different

time frames, their systems can generate multiple types of

data, and be used to carry out processing on such data. Keep-

ing in view this context, a CometCloud based federation space

is used to enable collaboration between various disciplines

i.e. architects, designers and facility managers etc. for various

design and construction tasks. For any project, a discipline

joins the C4C system by enabling its cloud infrastructure and

data to be a part of a shared federation space. Each discipline

can consist of local client (user) machines connected to a

cloud system that supports a CometCloud deployment with

one master and several worker processes. The C4C system

uses a coordination mechanism based on event propagation

to the relevant discipline(s). Initially, at the time of project

creation, a notification is propagated and a master node

(machine)makes a new project on its cloud system in the form

of Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) objects. Afterward, the

master process receives various tasks related to this project

from different disciplines and assign it to workers. These

workers execute the tasks and return results to their local

master node/process.

From a computational perspective, the project collabora-

tion framework is dynamically created at runtime, where

disciplines join or leave based on trust assessment. Each

discipline also has multiple processes that carry out actual

task executions on locally available resources. A process

starts when a client process requests an update (changes one

or more IFC object(s)) and terminates when the update is

observed at another discipline. This requires an object to be

transferred from the client’s local machine and to the remote

discipline that has requested a view or update. The overheads

of the framework are measured with an aggregated time-to-

complete (ATTC) metric that depends on the number of IFC

objects being executed, the number of simultaneous client

requests that need to access the federated model and the num-

ber of disciplines that are part of the federation. Section IV-

B presents details regarding ATTC with respect to different

system operations and the number of disciplines participating

in the federation and making updates on IFC objects.

A ‘‘Federation Manager’’ (FedMgr) is responsible for

managing this entire project collaboration. FedMgr can

always retrieve the latest version of the BIM project from

the federation space. Responsibilities of FedMgr include

(i) requirement identification (ii) operational management

and (iii) mediation between all entities involved in an AEC

project. The entire C4C system must support various pro-

cesses, one of which is the addition of a new discipline to

the construction collaboration framework as required by the

project. Recently, this process of introducing a new discipline
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FIGURE 1. Trust-aware brokerage architecture and system workflow.

to the BIM project process has not been based on any selec-

tion criteria and has risk implications for other (existing)

participants.

The extended design of C4C system is illustrated in

Figure 1, containing ‘‘new’’ disciplines interacting with exist-

ing ones to support the entire project workflow of the pro-

posed system. These additional entities are as follows:

Cloud Federation Broker: Trustworthy interactions

between different AEC organizations (including FedMgr)

within the federation are administrated by a Cloud Federation

Broker (CFB). The broker’s agent ‘‘Cloud Genie’’ is installed

within each successfully registered discipline to keep track of

activities and BIM objects when part of the federation. The

CFB is responsible for maintaining a Profile for every dis-

cipline participating in the federation. A discipline’s profile

maintained with the FedMgr is a combined view of its trust

based risk assessment (IV-A) and competence (IV-B).

Certification Source/Cloud Security Alliance: Audit and

assessment based recommendations from CSA are used as

a source of trust for a discipline. CSA offers a STAR pro-

gram with CAIQ framework [17] for cloud security audit,

assessment and certification. The certification mechanism

ensures that a common approach is used to compare multiple

providers. The certification levels proposed by the CSA are

also recognized within the community, ensuring that a new

provider interested in federation can support pre-defined set

of security requirements.

A. SYSTEM WORKFLOW AND INTERACTIONS

The typical C4C process starts when the construction project

manager ‘‘FedMgr’’ engages other disciplines on a project

and adds/removes disciplines as needed. Interaction between

the FedMgr and CFB is used to support the selection of disci-

plines from the list of registered (available) disciplines. This

request is initiated by FedMgr every time a discipline is to be

added to the project. Each discipline interested in joining the

federation has to be registered with the CFB by providing its

credentials (name, endpoint, metadata, authentication infor-

mation etc.) and its CAIQ assessment endorsed by CSA. This

CAIQ assessment is an input to the Trust Evaluation process,

as described in section IV. This process of registration and

trust evaluation is a one time process during the membership

of any discipline with the CFB.

Once a discipline is registered with the CFB, it can partici-

pate in a project by leasing or acquiring resources (or capabil-

ities) as and when required. The CFB maintains a Federated

Resource List (FRL) within the Profiler repository – keeping

information of resources offered by each discipline. This FRL

is continuously updated with the help of cloud genie which

reports resources that are either Waiting to Acquire (WTA)

or Ready to Lease (RTL). A WTA is a resource demanded by

any discipline that is required by the project and has not yet

been matched. An RTL is an additional resource offered by

a participant of a federation that has not yet been matched.

Any discipline requiring additional capability or resource(s)

generates a Request for Resource (RFR) to the FedMgr. The

process involved in engaging a discipline is as follows:

1) The FedMgr upon receiving a RFR generates a request

add_new_discipline{x, trid , criteria} and forwards it to

the CFB. Here x is a discipline required, trid is the

project identification number and is null for the first

time when the federation is yet to be created, criteria

is any attribute-value pair for the required resource,

including trust and competence values.

2) This RFR is directed to the Transaction Manager,

which verifies the availability of matching resource(s)

and respective discipline from the Profiler. Multi-

ple eligible providers for discipline x fulfilling the

given criteria are then forwarded to the Transaction

Manager. The Transaction Manager is responsible for
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computing all possible service compositions using eli-

gible disciplines.

3) To support decision making over these service compo-

sitions the Transaction Manager may fetch additional

details e.g. overall capacity of the requisite disciplines.

This allows multiple variables to be taken into account,

complementing the trust and performance criteria. This

list of service compositions is forwarded to the Feder-

ation Manager.

4) The FedMgr generates a Request to Engage (RTE)

for that given discipline to engage it in the project.

A new transaction is generated whenever an RTE is

not associated with any ongoing transaction (i.e. trid
value is null). On the other hand, if the RTE contains

a transaction identity, this resource exchange is termed

as a sub-transaction of that particular transaction. This

entire mechanism starting from the generation of RFR

till the engagement of resource(s) by a RTE is a recur-

ring process for any participant of the federation.

5) Adding new discipline to the federation also involves

the use of a cloud genie to monitor the performance

during the project. On project completion, the CFB

computes competence of the disciplines involved based

on the performance reported by the cloud genie.

The complexity of the entire process is determined by the

following factors:

• The number of disciplines participating in the collabo-

ration and the amount of data (IFC objects) exchanges

• Number of requests and updates from disciplines requir-

ing access to the federated IFC model

• The number of trust iterations required to evaluate a

discipline for participating in a project

As the federation model is based on the coordination of

distributed disciplines, this enables information sharing by

publishing requests/offers to/for information to this shared

data. The complexity is also related to the use of federated

management space that orchestrates the different models and

disciplines. In the federation, several exchanges of opera-

tional messages are taking place for discovering resources,

announcing changes at a site, routing disciplines’ request

to the appropriate site(s), or initiating negotiations to create

ad-hoc federation execution spaces. To enable the federa-

tion to coordinate access to resources for the execution of a

particular set of tasks, a master discipline needs to manage

tasks execution or delegate this role to a dedicated disci-

pline when some specific objects or model functionality is

required.

IV. COOPERATION VALUE ESTIMATION

The proposed CoVE evaluates the benefit of discipline x for

a Project ‘α’, given a context of use c and is represented by:

CT (x, α, c) =

c∑

i

(
Perceived Risk(x, α, c)

Perceived Competence(x, c) + T (x, c)

×I (x, α, c)) (1)

where Perceived Risk(x, α, c) is inversely related to the trust

value of a discipline. Perceived competence(x, c) of a disci-

pline x is based on its performance as monitored by FedMgr ,

whereas T (x, c) is a cumulative effect of historical perfor-

mance evaluations, if any. In equation 1, I (x, α, c) is the

importance of collaborating with a discipline (for context c)

as anticipated by the owner of the project α. The equation 1

is also valid for any generalized context of collaboration.

A. PERCEIVED RISK

Every discipline must maintain its profile with the CFB dur-

ing membership in the C4C system. This profile serves to

give a collective view of risk assessment and competence of

a project discipline. In case a discipline joins the federation

for the first time and it has no performance history registered

with the CFB, its profile is only based on its trust posture:

perceived risk ∝
1

trust posture
(2)

‘‘trust posture’’ measures the disciplines’ ability to con-

form to CSA recommendations. However, it should never be

out of context for which the discipline is being engaged [36].

For example, a particular discipline may be required as a stor-

age repository in the federation. Context awareness requires

that instead of all provided CAIQ controls, trust for this

discipline should be evaluated only over those controls that

are relevant to storage. The proposed research however takes

into account a generic context of trust evaluation based on

all CAIQ controls. For any discipline, control domains in its

CAIQ assessment are modeled as respective opinions for that

discipline using subjective belief theory [37]. Each opinion is

an aggregated view of positive and negative declarations that

a discipline has made for assertions of CAIQ. Considering

a generalized case of collaboration i.e. when no particular

context is provided, given p as positive, q as negative, un

as unanswered and NA as not applicable declarations with

N = (p+ q+ un) as the total assertions applicable, the trust

of a discipline can be given as:

T (λ, γ, ϕ, ǫ) = λ + ϕ ∗ ǫ (3)

given

λ = ρ ∗ ζ ; γ = η ∗ ζ ; ϕ = 1 − ζ ; (4)

ρ =
p

p+ q
; η =

q

p+ q
;

ζ =
N ∗ (p+ q)

2 ∗ (N − p− q) + N ∗ (p+ q)
; (5)

In equation 4, parameters λ, γ and ϕ is the belief, disbelief

and uncertainty of the behavior associated with a discipline

respectively. ρ and η are the average positiveness and nega-

tiveness of a domain respectively based on p and q for each

domain. Confidence ζ , is evaluated on the basis of p and q,

with N = (p + q + un) and an optimistic initial expecta-

tion of ǫ = 0.99. The global trust value T of a discipline

is the aggregated opinion for all domains respective to the

context c.
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TABLE 1. Individual trust representation of five disciplines.

FIGURE 2. Representation of individual trust values of project discipline.

Using equations 3-5, Table 1 provides values for N , p, q

and un evaluated from the CAIQ data of five random dis-

ciplines, for example, S, A, B, C, and Q, present in CSA

STAR database [17]. The values of p and q represent the

total number of positive and negative declarations, whereas

values of un represent assertions left unanswered by the

discipline. These three values are afterward aggregated as the

total number of applicable assertions N . The trust parame-

ters i.e. belief, disbelief and uncertainty are represented in

Figure 2 for all disciplines along X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis

respectively. Among all these given disciplines, Q is rated the

best for having the maximum trust value.

B. PERCEIVED COMPETENCE

Perceived competence is the measurement of overall per-

formance of a given discipline provider for tasks assigned

to it during any given time frame. Since C4C is a batch

processing system, two levels of competence can be evaluated

i.e. the entire project completion time as project competence,

and task based competence for individual disciplines. Project

performance is used to measure the success or failure of

identifying a group of disciplines through different selection

criteria. Task based competence of each discipline is based on

the number of IFC objects assigned to it and the time taken

by the discipline to process them.

Referring to Figure 3, a local client at discipline A has

created the C4C project and now requires to update it in the

shared federation space so that other disciplines may work

on it as per their role in the project. For example, considering

discipline A as Architects, who have finalized an outline of

a building as required by the customer, it should now be

updated to the civil engineering discipline C or any other. The

update process starts when the local client A pushes themodel

data into its cloud. The cloud owned by discipline A writes

the new objects and their metadata on the disk. Afterward

a metadata hashmap is created and advertised in the shared

federation space. All sites receive the update notification and

update the metadata for the C4C project. This process of

update is represented in Figure 3 by Update Start and Update

Finish. The amount of time taken from U1 to U6 is called

’update time’ and is given by update_time = write_time +

sync_time. Similar process of update is followed every time

whenever a discipline ’N’ updates a model with any newer

version v in the shared space. This results in a similar round

of notifications and metadata propagated to interested site(s).

All sites eligible for new version v updates their metadata

with this version so that they may fetch it at any later stage if

required.

During the lifetime of a project, a participating discipline

may want to fetch a recent version of the BIM model to

work on it. Figure 3 shows a Civil Engineering discipline

C interested to work on the model updated by discipline A.

The fetch process from discipline C is represented to occur

between ’Fetch Start’ and ’Fetch End’ in Figure 3. This

includes finding a location for all the BIM objects marked

as updated in the metadata, requesting the discipline(s) for

updated model(s), receiving model(s), merging all the differ-

ent updates and writing the model in the shared space. Once

a merged model is created for a given discipline, it is returned

to the local client for that discipline for requisite working

and updates. The total time it takes for the fetch process

starting from F1-F8 in Figure 3 is denoted by the fetch time.

Update and fetch times are utilized as individual perceived

competence of any given discipline as given in equation 6.

perceived competence=
number of IFC objects processed

time taken
(6)

The ATTCmetric for a project is a sum of all these individual

times: (i) object writing time Tw, (ii) metadata synchroniza-

tion time Ts and (iii) fetch overhead time Tf , for the entire

project i.e. ATTC = Tw + Ts + Tf . The ATTC measurement

is applied to the entire project and is counted towards the

success of collaboration in terms of performance. The global

project performance is then given by equation 7.

project performance =
num objects processed in project

ATTC
(7)

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section describes the implementation details and the

methodology used for experimentation and evaluation of the

proposed approach. Data acquisition and system settings are

also described in this section to elaborate further experimen-

tation and extensions to basic work.

A. IMPLEMENTATION

The implementation of a trust-aware model for cross-cloud

federation has been carried using a custom built Trusted Third
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FIGURE 3. Perceived competence metric and project disciplines workflow.

TABLE 2. Quantitative parameters of proposed research.

Party broker and its agent built using CPython. They are

integrated with the C4C federated cloud system built using

Cometcloud [13] federation framework. The broker agent

resides within the cloud providers infrastructure and makes

use of Linux system level commands to obtain trust and per-

formance data from C4C nodes. This trust and performance

data is expressed in the form of quantitative parameters

described in Table 2. The proposed CoVE approach is imple-

mented as a part of CFBwritten in CPython and executed as a

service. SQLite serves as a repository to store all data related

to this system including discipline details, trust evaluation and

transaction details, etc. The virtualized environment consists

of 10 nodes (one trust-aware CFB node and nine disciplines)

that have been deployed in Google Cloud Platform datacen-

ter, across multiple availability zones. All compute nodes are

running with the specifications given in Table 3. The nine

disciplines represent 3 different categories of C4C disciplines

TABLE 3. System specification for experimentation.

with each category having three competitors. All nodes have

different trust and performance levels.

At the functional level, the overheads of the framework

are related to a set of individual operations such as object

writing time, metadata synchronization time and overhead

associated with the retrieval of the entire project. Overheads

are identifiedwith ametadatamodel that is used to store infor-

mation about each object and a versioning system records all

the versions that an IFC object may have over time. At the
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framework level, overheads are also identified for the data

exchange stage where data tuples are utilized to comply with

requirements related to data processing, data sharing and

data storage. In addition to these, there are also overheads

associated with the event propagation mechanism for moni-

toring the various operations appearing when working with

IFC objects. Overheads are related to the complexity of the

data workflow, as the successful delivery of a construction

project is a highly complex process; requiring collaboration

between multiple disciplines where an increased quantity of

data needs to be exchanged. Disciplines such as designers,

suppliers and facilities managers have specific requirements

therefore the federation and associated trust evaluation need

to address a range of design and construction tasks with

increased complexity. Considering the particular case of trust

evaluation, the overheads of the process are significantly low

as compared to the underlying federation processes. More-

over, trust evaluation being a centralized process is linearly

dependent on the number of federation participants and scale

well in case the number of disciplines is increased.

B. DATA COLLECTION

Experimental evaluation of the proposed model makes use

of two types of quantitative datasets i.e. CAIQ based cloud

audit reports and BIM models. A set of CAIQ assessments

of various reputable CSPs having level-2 STAR certification

has been obtained from CSA STAR registry [17]. The recent

literature on trust evaluation identifies several other authors

who have also made use of this data set [20]–[27].

The proposed research has used the data published in

CAIQ v3.0.1 format from CSPs that include, but are not

limited to Acer Cyber Center Services, Amazon, GitHub,

Google, IBM, SAP and Salesforce etc. The CSA STAR reg-

istry enables a standards-based, community wide perspective

on cloud security offerings, enabling end users to ‘‘accelerate

their due diligence and leading to higher quality procurement

experiences’’. The registry uses several industry standards,

such as CCM, CAIQ (as used in this work), and the Cloud

Audit and Control Trust Protocol. The CSA has worked

with many international certification agencies, e.g. European

Security Agency (ENISA) and the Chinese CEPREI, ensur-

ing that the outcome has a wider applicability across several

different international markets. The associated CSA STAR

Watch initiative provides a tool in a database structure to

monitor and assess public and private cloud providers.

The performance results are acquired by using real trial

data and processes provided by project partner Costain Group

PLC. The benchmarks are based on observations retrieved

from one of their real projects identifying the Highways Eng-

land construction of a new bridge on the A556. This project

involves different disciplines contributing various amounts of

data related to different parts of the structure (see Figure 3).

Every project P (groups of tasks P = T1,T2,T3, . . . .Tn
where T = update|fetch) is considered to be completed

when each discipline has at least i) made one update to the

project and ii) fetched one version of the final model from

FIGURE 4. CoVE based service selection for the construction project.

the shared space. For every task, the total time of completion

is considered as defined in [14] with the exception that time

epoch starts when the data arrives at the discipline instead

of starting when the user sent it. This epoch ends when

the FedMgr receives the notification of completion from the

subscribers for the assigned tasks. Moreover, the individual

performance of each subscriber (discipline) is also measured

at the fine-grained level for every task. This time epoch starts

when the task is received at the discipline and ends when

the task is finished and reported back to the publisher. For

each site the risk is measured as the interval 1t equal to the

time over which a discipline remains offline due to its security

vulnerabilities, and is considered inversely proportional to its

CAIQ based trust. It is assumed that the higher the trust, the

lower will be the time that a discipline remains offline and

hence lesser risk to the project.

The experimentation aims to evaluate the i) performance

efficiency and ii) accuracy of the proposed approach. The

efficiency of the system is measured in terms of its perfor-

mance in different scenarios of varying workloads i.e. model

sizes of i) 300KBs mentioned as default model ii) 689KBs

iii) 956KBs iv) 3.44MBs v) 5.34MBs and vi) 8.94 MBs. The

accuracy of a system depends on the fact that the system is

successfully able to identify reliable and trustworthy service

compositions. Moreover, these experiments aim to observe

how the perceived risk is related to delays in the project.

C. EXPERIMENT-1

This experiment explains the basic working of the proposed

approach. In this experiment the usage of CoVE index in

the selection of a discipline provider is described. A total

of three disciplines i.e. Architecture, Civil Engineering and

Structural Engineering are required to execute a construction

project. For each discipline, three different providers (a total

of 9 discipline providers) are offering their respective exper-

tise with performance, trust and cooperation index values.

A discipline provider is said to be the best possible selection

if it has the lowest CoVE index. Among all the available

disciplines, the Architects-2, Civil-3 and Structural-2 are

the best CoVE based selection in their respective domains

as shown in Figure 4. Moreover, in case the selection is

based on performance, Architect-2, Civil-1 and Structural-

1 are the possible choices. Also, in the case of higher
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FIGURE 5. Various metrics measured for experiment 2.

trust, the Architects-1, Civil-2 and Structural-3 are the best

choices.

D. EXPERIMENT-2

In this experiment, the discipline providers are selected

based on the proposed CoVE indexes. These disciplines are

then engaged to execute the different types of workloads as

described in the previous section. For each discipline, out of

all candidate discipline providers, the one with the best CoVE

index is selected i.e. Architects-2, Civil-3 and Structural-2

to measure the overall project completion time as shown in

Figure 5 (a).

This ATTC is the cumulative time of parsing and writing

the model in the federation space given in Figure 5 (c) along

with the synchronization of metadata in Figure 5(d) and

fetching time as shown in Figure 5 (e) for all disciplines.

The ATTC given in Figure 5 (a) depicts that time taken for

smaller sized model is greater than the time taken for large

sized model. The project performance in terms of aggregated

competence of all disciplines is shown in Figure 5 (b). This

figure shows the lesser performance of project in case of

smaller models and higher performance as the model size is

increased. Figure 5 (c) depicts the cumulative model writing

time for the project with the maximum time taken by the

smallest model and the lowest writing time for the largest

model size. Figure 5 (d) shows the metadata synchronization

time for all workloads and depicts a linear increase in the

synchronization times. The writing time and synchronization

time are collectively shown as update time in Figure 5 (e).

It shows aggregated update times for the given workloads.

The overall fetch time for the workloads as illustrated in

FIGURE 6. Model writing time measured for all selection criteria.

Figure 5 (f) also follow a linear approach scaling from

lower to higher times concerning increase in the size of the

model.

E. EXPERIMENT-3

In this experiment, the validity of the proposed CoVE

approach has been verified by comparing it with three dif-

ferent service selection criteria based on benchmarks for i)

performance [38] ii) trust [20], [21] and iii) random combi-

nation of trust, performance and CoVE index. In all of the

three cases, the selected disciplines are engaged to execute a

variety of similar workloads as described at the start of this

section. The experiments are performed to measure various

performance parameters (Table 2) including i) writing time

as in Figure 6, ii) synchronization time as in Figure 7 and iii)

fetch time as in Figure 8, iv) cumulative project performance
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of model synchronization time measured for all
selection criteria.

FIGURE 8. Model fetching time for all selection criteria.

as an aggregated competence of all disciplines shown in

Figure 9 and v) ATTC of a project as in Figure 10.

Figure 6 refers to model writing time for all selection crite-

ria. This figure shows lots of variation in writing times for all

selection criteria as the model size is increased. This variation

in writing time is due to the number of objects received and

the level of details for each object processed and written

by the C4C worker. In the case of synchronization times in

Figure 7, less time is taken by performance based selection for

small model size. However, the proposed approach surpasses

all other selection criteria with lesser synchronization times

as the model size is increased. The comparison for overall

fetch time for all selection criteria is illustrated in Figure 8.

All criteria show a linear increase in fetch time scaling from

lower to higher times concerning increase in the size of the

model. The proposed CoVE approach has been consistent

in spending a lot less time in model fetching than all other

criteria.

The above mentioned direct variables are afterward used

to compare the efficiency of the proposed approach with all

selection criteria. A consolidated view of project performance

and ATTC has been depicted in Figure 9 and Figure 10

respectively. From Figure 9 it can be observed that for larger

models the CoVE approach has been efficient in maintaining

a higher efficiency than performance based selection. Since

the CoVE index is not solely dependent on perceived risk,

manipulating the performance can enable a discipline to com-

FIGURE 9. Comparison of project performance in case of various
selection criteria.

FIGURE 10. Comparison of aggregated time-to-complete for various
projects.

pete with a lower threshold but it is unable to cope with

large workloads. Such a discipline gains its CoVE index by

performing shorter duration tasks and have taken benefit of its

ability to complete those tasks before going offline due to its

vulnerabilities. However, they are not able to maintain CoVE

index in the case of large models, thus introducing higher risk

for the entire project. Moreover, as evident from Figure 10,

the ATTC for CoVE based selection has always remained

consistent with the increase in workload size. A slight varia-

tion can be observed in ATTC only due to the writing time.

This variation is a result of the setup time that each discipline

takes to start processing amodel. Smaller models have to wait

for the same amount of time as compared to large models,

however, the number of objects processed in smaller models

is fewer than large models and eventually contribute to their

lack of performance.

VI. CONCLUSION

Large construction projects require multiple organizations

to participate and share data and computational infrastruc-

ture. Such collaborations are required to be based on trust

and competence for establishing and sustaining long term

relationships. This research has demonstrated how such trust

evaluation can be utilized as a method of selecting a partner

able to deliver infrastructure capability to meet the require-

ments of other participants in the consortium. The compu-
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tational infrastructure considered in this work is primarily

used to store data (e.g. BIM data objects) and undertake

analysis on such data. We refer to this infrastructure capa-

bility as the ‘‘competence’’ of the partner/discipline. Another

aspect used to support partner selection is the audit and

assessment process associated with the security credentials

of the participant, and based on a methodology used by

CSA. We suggest that in a multi-participant project involving

federation of computational infrastructure across different

partners, security credentials play an essential role. The CSA

methodology involves using a questionnaire to certify (either

as a self-certification or through a pre-agreed third party) an

infrastructure provider. Using this approach, a discipline (e.g.

architects, engineers) can make use of computational infras-

tructure that is self-operated/managed, or leased from an

external cloud provider. In both instances, the combined use

of security credentials and capability (i.e. offered services)

can be used to support selection. As our experiments demon-

strate, in a marketplace consisting of different instances of

a given discipline (e.g. three companies providing facilities

management expertise), these two factors (security & com-

petence) can be used to undertake selection. This approach

helps to quantify whether a construction organization could

be a part of the cloud collaboration framework or not. Various

experiments have shown that other mechanisms for disci-

pline selection may surpass the proposed method for shorter

duration projects. However, a selection using the proposed

approach helps identify partners offering capability that can

maintain project performance over a long time frame for

construction projects.
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